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HOMOTOPY, DIFFEOMORPHISM,
AND DEFORMATION CLASSIFICATIONS
OF CERTAIN SURFACES OF CLASS VII

ZHENBO QIN

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. We study the homotopy, diffeomorphism, and deformation classifi-

cations of all known surfaces of class VII which are not Hopf surfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let Sx and S2 be two surfaces (all surfaces in this paper will be smooth

compact complex surfaces). They are defined to be deformation equivalent if

there exist connected complex spaces Sf and T and a smooth proper holomor-

phic map <P: Sf -* T, together with points tx,t2£T, such that <P~' (/,■) = Sj.
It is well known that if Sx and S2 are deformation equivalent, then they are

diffeomorphic.
Let £" be the set of surfaces with nonnegative Kodaira dimensions and blow-

ups of Hopf surfaces. One of the main results in [2] is that given any smooth

and oriented 4-manifold M4, there exist at most finitely many deformation

equivalence classes of surfaces in #*' which are diffeomorphic to MA .

In this paper, we study the homotopy, diffeomorphism, and deformation clas-

sifications of those surfaces not included in If', that is, blow-ups of surfaces

of class VII which are not Hopf surfaces. Due to the lack of a complete classi-

fication for surfaces of class VII, we concentrate on the set I? of blow-ups of

all known surfaces of class VII which are not Hopf surfaces. Our main result

(Corollary 3.6) says that given any smooth and oriented 4-manifold M4 , there

exist at most finitely many deformation equivalence classes of surfaces in I?

homotopic to A/4.

2. Classifications of Inoue surfaces with b2 — 0

2.1.   Inoue surfaces with b2 = 0 (see [3]).

(a) Surfaces S^ and S^ • Let M = (m; j) £ SL(3, Z) with eigenvalues a, /J ,

and /7 such that a > 1  and fi ± fi. Choose a real eigenvector (ax,a2, af)
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of a and an eigenvector (bx ,b2,bf) of fi . Let H be the upper half of the

complex plane. Define Gf^ to be the group of analytic automorphisms of HxC
generated by

go: (w, z)-» (aw, fiz),

gi: (w , z) -> (in + ai, z + bj)   for / = 1, 2, 3.

Then the quotient 5^ = H x C/G^ is a surface of class VII.

Similarly, by using /? and (bx, b2, bf), one obtains G^ and Sfj.

(b) Surfaces Sf/ r.t. Let TV = (itij) £ SL(2, Z) with two real eigenvalues

a and I/a (a > 1). Choose real eigenvectors (ax, af) and (bx,bf) of a

and I/a, respectively. Fix integers p, q, r (r ^ 0) and a complex number 7.

Define (cx, cf) to be the solution of

(C,, C2) = (c,, cj) • 'N + (ex, ef) +   lU2~  2"1 -(p,q),

where et = «/,i«,,2^i^2 + [«7,i(«7,l - l)a\b\ +nit2(ni<2- l)a2b2]/2 (/ = 1, 2).

Let C7^       r;/ be the group of analytic automorphisms of H x C generated by

gr+: (to , z) — (aw , z + 7),

gf: (w , z) —> (w + at, z + btw + cf)   for / = 1, 2,

gf: (w,z)^(w, z + (bxa2-b2ax)/r).

Then the quotient Sf/       r.t = H x C/C7^ p q rt xs,a SUI"face of class VII.

(c) Surfaces Sf p q r. Let L = (l(j) £ GL(2,Z) with det(L) = -1 having
two real eigenvalues a and -I/a (a > 1). Choose real eigenvectors (a,, af)

and (/>,, bf) of a and -1/a, respectively. Fix integers p, q, r (r ^ 0), and

define (c,, cf) to be the solution of

-(c,, cf) = (c,, c2) • lL + (ex, ef) +   xU2~  2Ul -(p,q),

where et = h,xli,2bxa2 + [//,i(/j,i - l)fli*i + /*,2(/i,2 - l)a2b2]/2 (i = 1,2).

Let C^       r be the group of analytic automorphisms of H x C generated by

gf: (w, z)^(aw, -z),

gf: (w, z) -> (w + at, z + b,w + a)   for / = 1, 2,

gf: (w, z) -> (77j , z + (bxa2 - b2ax)/r).

Then the quotient Sf       r = H x C/G~lpqi. is a surface of class VII.

2.2.   Classifications of Inoue surfaces with b2 = 0.

Lemma 2.1. Le/ M, N, L be as in (a), (b), otic? (c), o/§2.1, respectively. Then

(i) Sm and S^ are diffeomorphic, but not deformation equivalent;

(ii) G~Ju, Gf/    q r.t, and Gl  , q, r, are pairwisely nonisomorphic.

Proof,    (i) is proved by Inoue (see [7]).

(ii) From the definitions of G^, Gf/pqr.t, and Gf pl ql r,, we have

(a) gogigf'=g?'xg2,2gT' and Sigj'=gjgi for /;/=!, 2, 3;
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(b) gf commutes with gf for / = 0, 1, 2,

go+st(8o)~l = W'-'W-'W.

{gt)-l(g})-lglg2+=[gf)r;

(c) ^3" commutes with g;   for / = 0, 1, 2,

^"^"^O")"1 = (*f)/'-I(*2'")l,;l(*3")'' -

soT^UdT1 = (^r)/2''U2")/2'2U3")?'.

(gf)-l(gf)-lgx-gf = (gfY'-
For any group G, let A(G) = {g 6 C|gmod[C, C7]is of finite order}, and let
p(G) = G/[G, G]. Then we obtain the following conclusions:

(d) *(G+N „„,.,) = (&, g2,gi) = Z\

^G%>p>q>r.t) = {gf,g2+,gf),
k(GL,p',q',r') = (8\   > 82   ,g3)',

(e) pX(G+N pq r.t) = (gx,g2,g3) = Z\

PHG+ pqr.t)/Torsion =(gf_,gfJ*Z2 ,

^(gl,P' ,q' if.)/Torsion = (gf , gf > = Z2.

By (e), C^ cannot be isomorphic to either Gf/       r.t or Cf   ,   , r,.

Next we show that Gf/ r.t and Cf p, q, r, cannot be isomorphic. As-

sume the contrary, and let <p: G~f p r .t —► Cf pl q, r, be an isomorphism. By

conclusions (a)-(e), we notice the following:

(0   GN,P,q,r;t/A(GN,P,9,r;t) = (go)=Z'

GL,p',q',r'/^(GL,p',q',r') = <#0 ) ~Z'>

(g)   P(G+N,p,q,r;t) = (gt) = Z

l2(GZ,pl>ql,r,) = (gf}m-

By (f), (c), and (g), there exist integers ao - ±1, ax, a2 such that

<t>(g0+) = (go~r(gx-)a,(gf)a2    modA2(Gf >p,^r,).

By (e), there exists A = (a,j) £ GL(2, Z) with det(/l) = ±1 such that

4>(gf) = (*f)*-'(*2-)«-J    modA2(CfiP,i?,jr,) for / = 1, 2.

Applying 0 to the second and third identities in (b) and using the second and

third identities in (c), we conclude that N-A = A-La<>. Thus,

1 = det(tf) = det(La°) = det(L) = -1,

a contradiction. Therefore Gf/       r.t and Cf p,   , r, are not isomorphic.   □

Lemma 2.2. Let S be an Inoue surface with b2 = 0.

(i) If 77,(5') is isomorphic to Gfj, then S is either Sfj or Sff.

(ii) If nx(S) is isomorphic to Gf/tPqr.t, then S is Sfpqr.t.

(iii) If nx(S) is isomorphic to G~fpqr, then S is Sf        .

Proof, (i) This is also proved by Inoue (see [7]).

(ii) By Lemma 2.1(h), the Inoue surface S must be of the form Sf, , , ,.,.,,.

From the arguments in §8 of [3], we see that the ordered pairs (N' ,p',q',r', t')

and (N,p,q,r,t) must be equal. Thus, S is Sf}       r.t.
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(iii) This follows from Lemma 2.1 (ii) and the arguments in §9 of [3].   □

Proposition 2.3. Let Sx and S2 be two Inoue surfaces with b2 = 0. Then

(i) Sx and S2 are homotopic if and only if they are diffeomorphic;

(ii)  Sx and S2 are deformation equivalent if and only if they are the same.

Proof, (i) Assume that Sx and S2 are homotopic. Then nx(Sx) = nx(S2). If

77,(5,) is isomorphic to C^ p ? r.,, then both Sx and S2 are Sfpqr.t by

Lemma 2.2(h). If 7r,(5,) is isomorphic to Gl pl q, r,, then both 5, and S2

are Sfp,q,rl by Lemma 2.2(iii). If KX(Sf) is isomorphic to Gf,, then Sj

(/ = 1, 2) is either Sf, or Sf, by Lemma 2.2(i). From Lemma 2.1(i), we see

that Sf, and Sf, are diffeomorphic; therefore, Sx and 62 are diffeomorphic.

(ii) Assume 5, and S2 are deformation equivalent. Again, nx(Sx) = nx(S2).

If 77,(5',) is isomorphic to Gfpqr.t (respectively, Gl pl q, r,), then both 5,

and 52 are Sf t (respectively, 5f  ,   , r,). If 77,(5,) is isomorphic to

Gf, , then 5, (1 = 1, 2) is either Sf, or Sf, . By Lemma 2.1(i), Sf, and Sf,
are not deformation equivalent; therefore, both 5, and 52 are either Sf, or

Sm-   □

Theorem 2.4. Let F, be the set of blow-ups of Inoue surfaces with b2 = 0. Then

for a smooth and oriented 4-manifold M4, there exist at most two surfaces in
Wx which are homotopic to M4 .

Proof. Assume that 5 is the fc-fold blow-up of an Inoue surface 5 with b2 = 0

and that 5 is homotopic to M4 . Then 77,(5) = nx(S) = nx(M4). By Lemma

2.2, there exist at most two choices for 5. Since x(cf$) = x(&f) = 0, by the

Riemann-Roch formula, k = x(S) = b2(S) = b2(M4), where x(S) is the Euler

number of 5; therefore, there^xist at most two choices for 5 (note that there

exist exactly two choices for S if and only if nx(M4) is isomorphic to some

g+m)-   n

3. Classifications of surfaces of class VII with GSS and b2 > 0

Definition 3.1 (see [6]). A subset I of a compact complex surface 5 is defined

to be a global spherical shell (abbreviated GSS) if

(i) I = {(x, y) £ C2\r < \x\2 + \y\2 < r'} for two positive numbers r and
r',

(ii) the complement 5 - X is connected.

Remark 3.2. The only known minimal surfaces of class VII with b2 > 0 are

Inoue surfaces with b2 > 0 (see [4, 5]) as well as the surfaces 5„jQ>r where

77 £ Z+, 0 < |a| < 1 , and t £ C (see [4, 6, 1]). All these surfaces contain
GSS.

Lemma 3.3 (see [6]). If 5 contains a GSS, then 5 is deformation equivalent to   ■

the b2(S)-fold blow-up ofi a primary Hopf surface.

Lemma 3.4. Let 5, and S2 be two surfaces of class VII with GSS. Then the
following statements are equivalent.

(i) 5, and S2 are deformation equivalent.
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(ii) 5, and S2 are diffeomorphic.
(iii)  S\ and S2 are homotopic.
(iv) b2(Sx) and b2(S2) are equal.

Proof. We only need to show that (iv) implies (i). Let b2 = b2(Sx) = b2(Sf).
By Lemma 3.3, 5, (/ = 1, 2) is deformation equivalent to the Z>2-fold blow-up

of a primary Hopf surface. It is well known that all primary Hopf surfaces are

deformation equivalent; therefore, 5, and 52 are deformation equivalent.   □

Theorem 3.5. Let %2 be the set of blow-ups of minimal surfaces of class VII with

GSS and b2 > 0. Then, for a smooth and oriented 4-manifold M4, there exist

at most finitely many deformation classes of surfaces in %2 homotopic to M4 .

Proof. Assume that 5 is the A>fold blow-up of a minimal surface 5 of class

VII with GSS and b2(S) > 0 and that 5 is homotopic to M4 . Then

k + b2(S) = k + X(S) = x(S) = X(M4);

thus, there are at most x(M4) choices for b2(S). By Lemma 3.4, there are at

most x(M4) deformation equivalence classes for 5. Since k < #(Af4), there

are finitely many deformation equivalence classes for 5.   □

Corollary 3.6. Let f be the set of blow-ups of all known minimal surfaces of class

VII which are not Hopf surfaces. Then, for a smooth and oriented 4-manifold

M4, there exist at most finitely many deformation equivalence classes of surfaces

in f which are homotopic to M4.

Proof. The only known minimal surfaces of class VII which are not Hopf sur-

faces are Inoue surfaces (with b2 - 0 and b2 > 0) and the surfaces 5„jQ;( (see

[7]). By Remark 3.2, the conclusion follows from Theorems 2.4 and 3.5.   □
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